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Every question carries 1 marks    

For each wrong answer 1/3 mark will be deducted 

 
1. Consider the following statements  

1. Both article 25 and Article 26 are subject to other Fundamental rights 
guaranteed by the constitution. 

2. The Supreme Court does the test of ‘essential practice of religion’ to 
determine whether the practice in question is protected by Art 25. 
Which of the statements is/ are correct? 
a) only          b) 2 only 
c) Both 1 and 2         d) neither 1 nor 2  

2. Consider the following statements: 
1. Aedes Aegypti is only vector responsible for transmitting dengue virus.  
2. Aedes mosquitos generally cannot fly beyond 100m. 
3. Aedes eggs can remain dormant for more than a year and can't hatch 

without water  
4. Hot and internment rainfall weather favour the sustenance of Aedes 

aegypti  
 Which of the statements is/ are correct :- 

  a) 1, 3 and 4 only       b) 2 and 3 only 
c)  1, 2 and 3 only       d) 2, 3 and 4 only  

3. consider the following statements 
1. The  instrument Protecting powers is provided under the 1961 and 1963 

Vienna Convention on diplomatic relations.  
2. According to this instrument if diplomatic relations are  broken off  

between two  states and if  a mission is permanently or temporarily 
recalled the  sending  state may  entrust the  protection of its interests 
and  those of its nationals to  a third  state, a member of  UNSC, 
acceptable to a receiving  state.  
Which of the statements is/ are correct:- 

 a) 1 only          b) 2 only 
c) Both 1 and 2       d) Neither 1 nor  2 
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4. Consider the following statements: 
1. IT (Amendment) act 2008 gives the government powers to block 

internet as a whole.  
2. According to recent SC ruling  Freedom of speech and  trade on  internet 

is fundamental right.  
Which of the statements is/ are INCORRECT:- 

a) 1 only          b) 2 only 
c) Both 1 and 2         d) neither 1 nor 2 

5. Consider the following statements: 
1. The president has power to seek an opinion from the apex court under 

art 143 of the constitution. 
2. Art 143 comes  under  advisory  jurisdiction of SC.  
3. States can move Supreme Court on the basis of violation of their 

fundamental rights. 
Which of the statements is/ are correct:- 
a) 2 and 3   b) 2 only   c)  1 and 2 only      d) all  

6. Consider the following statements: 
1. Madesnana ritual is related to kukke Subramanya temple in Karnataka.  
2. This  practice is banned  by  Supreme Court. 

Which of the statements is/ are correct: 
a)1 only          b) 2 only 
c) Both 1 and 2         d) neither 1 nor 2 

7. Consider following statements regarding Shia militia active in the 
countries.  
1. Hezbollah in Lebanon  
2. Houthi rebels in Yemen  
3. Liwa Zainebiyoun in Afghanistan  
4. Liwa Al  Fatimoun in Pakistan  
Which of the statements is/ are correct:- 

a) 1, 2 and 4 only       b) 1 and 2 only 
c) 2, 3 and 4 only         d) 1, 2 and 3 only 
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8.  Consider following statements: 
1. Positive IOD brings rain in Australia.  
2. In Australia summer extends till September.  
3. The cold wind which blows from East to  west at  North Poles are  called  

Arctic vortex.  
Which of the statements is/ are INCORRECT  
a) 1 and 2        b) 2 and 3 only     
c) 1 only            d) All  

9. Consider the following statements according to article 1 of American  
constitution  
1. The  house of  representative shall have the  sole power of 

Impeachment of President.  
2. The  Senate  shall have the  sole  power to  try  all  impeachments.  
3. When the  President of United States is tried the  Vice President shall 

preside the proceedings.  
4. No person shall be convicted without the  concurrence of two thirds of 

the members  present.  
Which of the statements is /are  correct :- 
a) 1, 2, only       b) 1, 2, and 3 only   
c) 1, 2 and 4 only        d) All  

10. Consider following statement. 
1. Rome  statute is related to International Criminal Court.  
2. Chicago  convention originally provides that states should  refrain from  

exercising the use of  weapons against  civilian aircraft.  
3. India is  signatory of  both Rome  statute  and  Chicago  convention  

but  hasn't  ratified it.  
Which of the  statements is /are correct :- 
a) 1 only          b) 2 only 
c) only 1 and 3          d) only 1 and2 

11. Dubrovnik is situated in  
a) Serbia   b) Denmark    c) Spain        d) Croatia  
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12. Consider the following statements: 
1. Taiwan is commonly known as People's Republic of China.  
2. Taiwan has been entirely self-ruling since end of  Chinese  civil war in 

1949. 
3. Chain Kai Shek from Kuomintang fled to Taiwan and it became a 

Republic.  
4. Only 14 UN members states has diplomatic relations with Taiwan. 
5. India has diplomatic relations with Taiwan.  

Which of the statements is/ are correct 
a) 1, 3, 4 only        b) 2, 3 ,4 only 
c)  1, 3 and 5 only           d) 1, 3, 4, 5 only 

13. Consider the following statements regarding Henley passport index  
1. Japan has world's strongest passport followed by Singapore.  
2. USA and Singapore jointly held this position in 2015. 
3. India stands at 84th and Serbia is only country in Europe to which India 

passport holders can travel visa -free. 
Which of the statements is/ are correct  
a) 1 only           b) 2 only 
c) 1 and 2           d) 1 and 3 only 

14. Consider the following statements  regarding  Raisina dialogue  
1. Its  title is ' Navigating through Goldilocks ' 
2. The  key feature of this  dialogue  making France a member of Quad  

and  raising it to  5 membered  body.  
Which of the statements is/ are correct  
a) 1 only           b) 2 only 
c) Both 1 and 2          d) neither 1 nor 2 

15. the volcano Taal is located in the island of  
a) Luzon   b) Mindoro  c) Mindanao d) Sumatra  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


